There is so much to discover along our waterways! Use this map and these resources to plan your own adventure along our waterways:

Explore DISCOVERWHITERIVER.COM to find exciting activities along the river
Use PACERS BIKE SHARE to bike along our waterways
Download WHITE RIVER GUIDE to find access points to the river

Explore some ways you can help keep our waterways clean and get involved in their future:
TAKE ACTION to keep our waterways clean with a Clear Choices Clean Water pledge
VOLUNTEER with Keep Indianapolis Beautiful for a clean-up or tree planting in our community
GET INVOLVED in ROW’s local waterway efforts or bring an expertise to our collective

Visit ourwaterways.org/explore to access more information on each of these resources:
Reconnecting to Our Waterway (ROW) is an action-oriented collective impact initiative that works purposefully to improve quality of life and the environment along Indianapolis waterways and surrounding neighborhoods. We envision community members engaged, nourished and inspired by equitable cultural, environmental, educational, and economic opportunities along our waterways.

**Funded**
OVER $24 MILLION in projects and programs along our waterways

**Restored**
159 ACRES OF HABITAT along our waterways

**Created**
142 INSTALLATIONS in waterway communities including sculptures, trails, and signs

**Stay Safe**
ROW encourages you to get outside along our waterways. While enjoying the waterway, please stay safe by following these recommendations:

- Avoid water contact and swallowing water, especially after rains
- Check water levels and know your physical limits
- Bring and use hand sanitizer
- Keep 6 FEET from others

ROW is celebrating a decade of working with many communities and partners to enhance quality of life and ecology along Indianapolis waterways and surrounding neighborhoods. Since 2011, the ROW collective has:

- Reflecting on the collective

A SELF-GUIDED TOUR OF Indy’s WATERWAYS

**Exploration and CELEBRATION Along Our Waterways**